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Caspase-free mitotic death
O
n page 283, Niikura et al. document a new way for abnormal cells to kill 
themselves. The mechanism might weed out potentially cancerous cells in 
which the spindle checkpoint has malfunctioned.
Before progressing through mitosis, cells verify that the microtubules of the spindle 
apparatus are properly attached to the chromosomes. If they aren’t, the spindle 
checkpoint kicks in, halting mitosis to permit repairs. If the spindle checkpoint goes 
awry, cells can amass extra chromosomes and become cancerous. Apoptosis disposes of 
many of these aneuploid cells during the next G1 phase. Niikura et al. wanted to fi  nd out 
whether spindle checkpoint defects can also trigger cells to die during mitosis.
The researchers used RNAi to cut cells’ output of the checkpoint protein BUB1. 
Three drugs that disrupt the kinetochore–microtubule connection spurred these cells to 
expire during mitosis. Like victims of apoptosis, BUB1-defi  cient cells harbored fractured 
DNA. However, their demise didn’t involve caspase enyzymes, suggesting that this type 
of cell suicide—which the researchers dubbed caspase-independent mitotic death (CIMD)—is distinct from 
apoptosis. CIMD doesn’t depend on p53, which prompts cells with DNA damage to take their own lives, but 
does require its cousin p73. The results indicate that cells have a mitotic self-elimination mechanism in case the 
spindle checkpoint falters. Some details of CIMD remain mysterious, however. For example, the researchers are 
now investigating why CIMD can occur if BUB1 levels are low, but not if the protein is altogether absent. 
Putting Dia1 
in its place
W
hen a cell crawls or extends pseudo-
pods to snare a bacterium, the front 
edge of its membrane seethes with ac-
tivity. On page 193, Brandt et al. show that a key 
protein that incites cell movement depends on a 
partner to maneuver it into the center of the action.
Polymerization of actin molecules provides the 
driving force for cell movement and phagocytosis. 
One protein that sparks this elongation is Dia1, 
which RhoA switches on. Previous studies have 
shown that, during phagocytosis, Dia1 accumu-
lates at the advancing portion of the membrane. 
But researchers didn’t know how it ends up there.
To fi nd out, Brandt et al. went fi  shing for 
proteins that latch onto Dia1. They hooked one 
called IQGAP1 that clusters with Dia1 at the 
front edge of crawling cells. Depleting IQGAP1 
with RNAi prevented Dia1 from homing in on 
these sites. IQGAP1 and Dia1 also colocalized 
at the phagocytic cup, the indentation created 
when pseudopods reach out. Blocking the 
interaction between the two proteins curtailed 
phagocytosis. The researchers also showed 
that IQGAP1 had no direct effect on actin ex-
tension, which suggests its job is to ferry Dia1 
to active parts of the membrane. The researchers 
hypothesize that IQGAP1 might stabilize active 
Dia1, thereby increasing local actin polymeriza-
tion. They now want to work out the timing of 
the process, such as when Dia1 arrives at an 
extension and how long it remains there. 
Self-starting slime mold
H
ungry cells often wander around, hunting for something tasty. On 
page 185, Sasaki et al. tease out a molecular circuit that activates 
spontaneously and initiates these random movements.
Slime mold cells make a beeline for their bacterial food, and researchers 
have dissected the pathway that controls this directional travel. Bacterial 
molecules prod G-protein–coupled receptors on the cell surface, leading to 
activation of the proteins Ras and PI3K. In turn, PI3K cranks out PIP3, which 
spurs actin molecules to polymerize and push the cell membrane forward. But 
scientists didn’t know what governs cells’ random crawling in search of food.
Many of the same molecules participate, Sasaki et al. learned 
when they studied slime mold cells that lack G-protein–coupled receptor 
signaling. Ras and PI3K switched on, PIP3 formed, and cell extensions 
elongated as the result of actin polymerization. 
The team also found that Ras and PI3K turn on at the same sites on 
the cell membrane where new extensions sprout. PI3K can’t switch on 
without Ras, and vice versa, suggesting that the two molecules are locked 
into a positive feedback loop. The ﬁ  ndings indicate that aimless crawling 
is under control of a molecular circuit that ﬁ  res without external stimulation. 
The randomness occurs, the scientists speculate, because components of 
the loop such as Ras show a low but ﬂ   uctuating level of activity. Any 
increase in activity at a particular location on the membrane gets ampliﬁ  ed 
by positive feedback, triggering the cell to move in that direction. 
DNA (blue) breaks up as a cell with a faulty 
spindle checkpoint prepares to kill itself.
PI3K (arrows) accumulates in the stretching pseudopods of a slithering cell.